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1. A simple puzzle about mathematics

Mathematics seems to be all of the following things, which is puzzling:

• Necessary

• A priori

• Synthetic

Necessary: a statement that couldn’t have been otherwise

A priori: a statement that we know, or can know, without using our senses.

Synthetic a statement that is not analytic—that is, is not “true by de�nition”.

2. Epistemology

2.1 A priority and proof

Mathematical knowledge seems a priori, certain, and via proof.

2.2 Clarifying “a priori”

The use of the senses to acquire mathematical concepts or learn mathematical
language doesn’t count against a priority. A priority means that the justi�cation
for the statement doesn’t involve the senses.

Also, a priority means that the statement can be known without using the senses;
it might also be possible to learn the statement with the senses (by testimony,
say).
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2.3 Puzzles about a priority and proof

How do we know that the axioms are true? (And: even given the axioms, how
do we know that the theorems follow?)

2.4 Practice of mathematics

Mathematics doesn’t change in the way that the sciences change.

Mathematics is creative in a way that science isn’t: mathematicians are free to
invent new mathematical systems.

3. Metaphysics

What is mathematics about?

3.1 Arithmetic

What are numbers?

Important distinction: number words as adjectives versus number words as
names.

Adjective use: “Michael Jordan won six championships”.

Noun use: “the number 6 is what you get when you add the number 4 to
the number 2—i.e., 6= 4+ 2”.

Another aspect of the name use is when we quantify over numbers, as in “there
are in�nitely many prime numbers”.

It is the name use that is most perplexing. What is this object named by ‘3’? (We
need to distinguish numerals from numbers. ‘3’ and ‘III’ are distinct numerals,
but name the same number.) Questions about numbers:

Are they independent of us or do we create them?

Are they in time and space?
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Are they part of the physical world?

How is it possible for us to invent new number systems?

How is it possible for there to be in�nitely many of them?

How is it possible for us to make mistakes about them?

How is it possible for facts about them to be necessarily true?

3.2 Geometry

What are, e.g., circles? Even a well-drawn “circle” isn’t a true circle.

Another example: in his Geometry, Euclid says that between any two points,
there always exists (exactly) one line extending in�nitely in both directions:

But we can’t actually actually draw an in�nitely long line.

Is geometry about marks on page? Parts of space? “Ideal” geometric objects?

4. Application

Math works, in everyday life and science. How can this be, when it is a priori,
necessary, and apparently not about the physical world?
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